TEN THOUSAND SEE UNIVERSITY PICTURES

MAY ATTEND ANNUAL BONHOMME COURSE MEETINGS IN COUNTIES OF IOWA

FRESHMAN PARTY TO BE HELD JANUARY 16TH

ALFRED NOYES FIRST GREAT POET AT IOWA UNIVERSITY
His Ability As a Reader An Attractive Feature of His Program

On January 23 the people of this city and community will have the unusual opportunity of hearing Edward M. Mason, the dean of the College of Liberal Arts, University of Chicago, read verses by Alfred Noyes, the English poet.

\[ELECTION BY BOARD OF TRUSTEES TO MEET PLACE LEFT VACANT BY RESIGNATION\]

DR. CHARLES J. ROWAN NEW SURGICAL HEAD

To be Acting President of the College of Medicine

Dr. Charles J. Rowan of Chicago, surgeon and national reputation, has been chosen to head the department of surgery at the state university of Iowa. Dr. Rowan has had a long and successful career as a surgeon and as a teacher.

\[FRESHMEN PARTY TO BE BIGGEST EVER\]

Freshmen Plan to Guide All Former Classes Exquisite Decorations

Nearly completed plans for the Freshman party to be held Jan. 16th, point to it as the biggest university event of the year. Consultants, which have been placed in charge of preparations for the party are spending nothing in their efforts. Everything possible is being done and from the plans this first will undoubtedly be long remembered in the history of the university.

\[SUCCESSFUL CONVENTION OF A. C. C. HELD HERE\]

Iowa Choral Vice-President Chapter governs Chorus, Presiding, Thomson, and Others on Program Next Convention at Ohio

The seventh annual convention of the Association of Cosmopolitan Clubs held at Iowa City, December 29-30, was in many respects the most successful and well-attended meeting of the organization ever held. Many important business matters were discussed, and the club was reorganized and incorporated in the association, and an unusually pleasant season of good times was enjoyed by all those who had the pleasure of attending.

\[WASHINGTON WANTS A P. L. LIBRARY\]

Web Moving Pictures To Be Exhibited at Annual Convention in New York

\[TO "REMEMBER"

To "Remember" is the slogan received from Sack's Wash. the student is looking for a meaningful expression. The students are looking for a meaningful expression. The students are looking for a meaningful expression.

\[MISS SANDY IN NEW POSITION\]

Miss Nita Sanday, a graduate of the university and student in the Graduate school during the last summer session, has recently received an appointment as an associate teacher of German and history at George-town, Wash. A great many young people have been enrolling in the past few weeks and the greater part of these have not yet been filled.

\[MEADE-LASERER\]

Walter Meade, ex. '12 and Miss Clissa M. Laserer, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Laserer, have been married.

\[LIBRARY CLUB NOTICE\]

The library club will meet tonight at the home of Miss Helen McMillan. The program will consist of a talk on "French Libraries."
Get In On This
THE REAL CLOTHING SALE
OF THE SEASON
OUR SIXTH SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
Starts Wed., Jan. 7--Closes Sat., Jan. 17
No Rag-Tag End of a Sale Worked Out But Our one and Only Sale of a Season
SLAVATA & EPELL
IOWA CITY'S LIVE CLOTHIERS
Store Closed Tuesday to Rearrange Stock
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RFLE TEAM SCORES
HIGH IN FIRST MATCH

SAVANNAH RIFLE TEAM SCORE 304 IN SHOOT WITH MASSACUES-
SETS AGGERS

Score of Aggregate That Fail Known—Departments Confident of a Victory.

In the first match of the season, finished during vacation, Iowa's rifle men attained a score of 314 against Massachusetts Aggers. As the score of the opposing team will not be published until it has been verified, at the authority in Washington, the exclusion of the match is still undecided, but the local opponents are quite confident of a victory. All of the men on the team did exceptional work in this match and the total score is 33 points better than in the corresponding shoot last year. The men have been working hard for several weeks and the creditable score comes as a result of their strenuous efforts. Good rifle shots are particularly numerous in this university this year, and the good be-

planning made coupled with the excellence of available material points to a most successful season for the marksmen. Sergeant Hulman, who has been consistently connected with the team during the past few years, predicts a better season than any of those recently past, and holds careful that the team will finish well at the top of the close at this year's competition. While the recognition of the National Rifle League makes the marksmen harder than in past years, Iowa should find little difficulty in holding her position among the leaders in intercollegiate shooting. Under the present plan the strongest teams are grouped together and shoot only against each other, while a similar estrangement is made for the weaker members of the league. Under the old geographical classification the strong teams met not many of the weaker ones and consequently had much easier color than would be possible under the present plan. The scores of the ten men comprising the first and second teams in the past match follow:


The Golden Eagle

NOTICE
To Senior Girls
We are now taking orders for the SENIOR CAPS
Come in and look at the samples we are showing
The Golden Eagle

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS NOT HABITUAL DANCERS

Investigation Made by Professor King As to Work and Social Life of School Students

High school students in Iowa do not attend dancing parties to excess.

Such is the indication in an investigation conducted in Dubuque, Burlington, Ottumwa and Iowa City by the college of education in the University of Iowa.

About 8 per cent of the pupils of this age attended one to two parties a month, 24 per cent none or less than one, and only 24 per cent more than two parties a month. Less than eight per cent average one party a week.

These are the figures which have been reported to Prof. C. H. Irving King in response to the questionnaire sent to the high schools in the four cities.

The relation of the numbers of evening parties to the number of failures was studied. The result showed that the pupils who spent from four to seven evenings at home averaged 155 failures per hundred pupils. The pupils reported as spending one to two evenings per week at home averaged 19 failures per hundred pupils.

The Iowa high school student in the cities does not go to the movies or indulge in other social amusements during the evening.

The high school student in the country spends more time in reading and correspondence than any Raymond L. G. Stewart, Head of the Educational department of the university.

"No other school man appearing a prominent position has so soon gained the confidence and warm personal regard of all classes of school men in Iowa as has Dr. W. A. Jessup, head of the department of education at the University of Iowa. Everybody loves Sir James. This fact in itself would not necessarily mark anything educationally for the state but the personal regard is strengthened by state wide respect for his ability," Dr. Jessup said.

POLITICAL SCIENCE MEETING

The meeting of the Political science club for year 1914 will be held on the evening of January 31st at the home of President and Mrs. J. G. Bowen. The program of the evening will be delivered by the retiring president, Professor C. E. house.

High class Baileyman is wanted by a retail store. Call at the Y. M. C. A.

PROFESSOR ROCKWOOD BACK
FROM CHEMISTS' CONVENTION

Also Attended Reading of Class of 1884 of Amherst College at Springfield, Mass.

Prof. E. W. Bowood has returned from the meeting of the Biological Chemists which has been held during the holidays in Philadelphia.

While in the east, the professor also attended the reunion of the class of 1884 of the Amherst College at Springfield.

They were highly present at this reunion out of a class of seventy-eight living.

G. W. CLARK MAKES GREAT SUCCESS DURING VACATION

The Men's Club of the college has an unusually successful trip during the Christmas vacation. Six of the largest cities of the state were visited, and at every city moving pictures of the university were shown.

Between twelve and fifteen thousand people heard concerts by the club. Return engagements were requested at every place for next year.

Without doubt this has been the most successful club in the history of the institution. Great credit is due Professor George LeBas for his faithful work he put in with the men and also to C. F. Kirby for the efficient business management during the tour.

A fuller account of the trip will appear in tomorrow's Iowa.

CHORAL SOCIETY NOTICE
The Choral society will meet at the school of music Tuesday evening at 7:10 o'clock.

R. M. Stewart of the engineering school opened the holiday vacation at his home in Oxite.

ENGAGEMENTS

Tonight and Tomorrow Night
"THE HEARTBREAKERS"
A Musical Comedy
Jan. 8, 9, 10, 11 Five Acts of Vaudeville

Wiencke's Arcade Bookstore

Largest Line of FOUNTAIN PENS
in the City
Note Books and Stationery.
See Our Discount and Tally Card Sales.
PENNANTS AND PILLOW COVERS